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Need to find more time to write - without sacrificing the important things? Looking to consistently

discover great book ideas? Wish you could generate a steady income from your words or increase

what you already make? The solution to these questions is to change what you do first thing in the

morning. And that's why you should listen to The Miracle Morning for Writers: How to Build a Writing

Ritual That Increases Your Impact and Income (Before 8AM). The Miracle Morning for Writers

combines Hal Elrod's global phenomenon with Steve Scott's proven writing habit techniques (which

helped him get on the Wall Street Journal best sellers list). You learn how to take charge of your

morning and maximize "the rest of the day" for your writing efforts. Here's what you'll discover in

The Miracle Morning for Writers: How a morning routine can change every area of your life

(Including your health, happiness, finances and relationships). The proven strategy for "finding the

time" to write - even if you have a full-time job. Our method for selling lots of books (and the 8-step

process to build it). Steve's favorite app for tracking your great ideas and researching your next

book. Hal's process for overcoming the limiting beliefs that hold you back from success. "Flow state"

and how it can forever eradicate writer's block. You will also learn: Four business models perfect for

writers, how to get started, and which one we recommend. The 10-step process for publishing a

book that readers love. Six tools for improving your writing skills. Two techniques for doubling (even

tripling) your daily word count total. How to find the "80/20" of your book-based business.
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The Miracle Morning has long been one of my favorite books, and I followed it rigorously to get up

early and get as much done as I could before everyone else. But anyone who has tried this system

knows it isn't easy. It takes some planning and a commitment; you have to know why you are

getting up early or else you'll just hit that snooze button everytime. I have always been a "night owl"

too which goes against everything The Miracle Morning is about. But the problem with staying

awake at night is that it proves to be the least productive in terms of energy. Our bodies and brains

are shutting down. When this happens our default action is to watch TV, surf the Net or eat sugary

food to prolong sleep and keep us awake. For writer's especially, the morning can be the BEST time

of day to get your writing done.And that is what this book "The Miracle Morning for Writer's" is about.

As a writer, the one thing that I have struggled with is the systematic routine to get those words

written. I thought that just deciding to write at a certain time of day was enough, and that it would get

done. But there were so many things stopping my success. I would wake up early with the best

intentions and then, instead of writing, start checking email. Then reply to email. Then check

Facebook. Then hit all my likes and make comments on all the posts I was following. Soon my

Miracle Morning became my Ã¢Â€Âœget up and waste timeÃ¢Â€Â• morning.This book is packed

with so much useful knowledge and actionable content that, it is in and of itself, a course designed

to get you [the writer] to take action on your writing and get your book finished. But this isnÃ¢Â€Â™t

just another book on Ã¢Â€ÂœHow to write a bookÃ¢Â€Â•. It provides writers with the inspiration,

strategies and proven tactics to become productive, energetic, and how to earn an income as

prolific writer.The Miracle Morning for Writers "Nuts and Bolts"MMFW introduces the LIFE

S.A.V.E.R.S. strategies: 6 practices that blast your productivity right to the top each and every

morning if you follow through. This is a powerful section with mind-blowing strategies that will

definitely get you turned onto life every day.S.A.V.E.R.S. Stands for:- Silence- Affirmations-

Visualization- Exercise- Reading- ScribingSteve Scott walks through each of these steps in the

book, providing good examples of how best to apply the S.A.V.E.R.S. practices for maximum

performance. Using these in combination for the first hour of the day is going to put you on top of

your writing game.Chapter 4 dives onto the Writing Habit. As the authors discuss, building the

writing habit and keeping it consistent is an obstacle for everyone. But we are given no-fluff

actionable tasks and solid advice for getting writing done, even if it is only 500 words a day. As the

Ã¢Â€ÂœMiracle Morning For WritersÃ¢Â€Â• points out, and a tribute to Stephen Guise from

Mini-Habits, it isnÃ¢Â€Â™t the amount you write everyday but keeping with the consistency of the

writing habit.Moving into the book further we are given powerful strategies for: Eliminating limiting

beliefs about writing: Learn 6 strategies for getting rid of your beliefs holding you back from



writing.As artists, creatives or freelancer writers, we are often so worried about what people will

think of our work that we forget it is a business too. In chapter 5 the authors show us how to start

treating this as a job as much as it is a craft.The strategies shared are:- The writing routines of

famous authors like Trollope who wrote 50 novels in his lifetime by sticking to a regimented

schedule.- How to schedule time for writing: This section has great actionable strategies for

organizing your writing routine, and the when, where and how much of writing. We also learn the

importance of tracking writing and the various apps available for this.- Jerry SeinfeldÃ¢Â€Â™s

Ã¢Â€ÂœDonÃ¢Â€Â™t break the chainÃ¢Â€Â• habit and how to apply to your daily writing schedule

to keep you on track.- How to increase your word count!- How to track your brilliant ideas! This

chapter is crunched with a wealth of info. How to use Evernote [my favorite software] for gathering

ideas and organizing them into sections and stacks.- Creating consistent content that readers love!

In this chapter we are given specific strategies for engaging with readers and delivering what they

love the mostÃ¢Â€Â¦valuable content!- Working with an editor and finalizing your final

draftÃ¢Â€Â¦you definitely have to read this part of the book if nothing else.My favorite part in MMFW

is the Monetizing Your Writing section. In this part of the book Hal and Steve walk you through the

various ways writers can make cash from writing: self publishing books, freelance writing, or the

more traditional route with traditional publishing. There are so many useful links here that you can

just click and start taking action towards whatever goal you have in mind.Finally we have the

chapter on building an author platform: what a great way to finish off the book, by giving writers an

extended powerhouse of links, detailed tasks and actionable steps they can implement to build an

online [and offline] presence. I would have easily paid ten times as much for this book.The bottom

line:The Miracle Morning for Writers is a wealthy funnel of serious actionable tasks easily compiled

for convenience into one location. With just this book [and IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read many books on

Ã¢Â€ÂœHow to succeed as a writerÃ¢Â€Â•] you can take your business from scratch and build it

into something great that changes lives. [including your own!]. Getting back to the Miracle Morning

section, it all begins with this. Since reading this book I am committed to rising early and putting the

SAVERS routine into action. Then, with the rest of the content in this book following through and

making it happen. A solid investment, the Miracle Morning for Writers is enough to put you on top of

the game and come out a winner!

Not just a self-help book that you read and put on the shelf this is one you'll pull out and read

several times. While there is some explanation of The Miracle Morning by Hal Elrod it is enough to

help you follow this book. And if you've read the Miracle Morning it's a good refresher. What comes



after that is pure gold for writers. A book with a plan so you'll be a writer with a plan. I've read a lot of

books on writing and how to be the best you can be but not like this one. A must read, no a must do

for every writer who wants to succeed.

I'm one of the lucky ones is that I'm naturally a morning person and I love to write. But that doesn't

mean that I never hit a slump and I was in a bad one. Reading this book helped to motivate me to

get up early, with a purpose. It helped me to get back on track with my morning routine, and with my

writing.I've always been a bit skeptical about affirmations, because they just seemed a bit too "woo

woo" for me. But the affirmation examples in this book really resonated with me and so did the

visualization examples.Another thing that I appreciated about the book were the examples of people

who write consistently, including some who worked full-time jobs on top of writing. I loved those

because they helped me to see that I don't have to choose between doing client work and

publishing my own books. I really can have it all, and the Miracle Morning for Writers is what makes

it all possible.

Can you believe, I used to feel guilt from not being an early morning riser. Ã¢Â€ÂœThe early bird

gets the worm and early to bed, early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise echoed in my

head each day.Ã¢Â€Â• Here I was, living a wormless and unhealthy, poor life, and it sucked. I

looked around at early rising people and thought I wish I had their worms then IÃ¢Â€Â™d be happy.

Each time I tried to get up early, I failed over and over. I mean how do these people do it. I found

myself at the local Late Risers Anonymous group telling my woes of falling off the bed and trying to

commit to waking up early. It really hit home when one day, when I picked up my kids in the wee

morning hours and one of them squeaked with delight, from the backseat of the car,Ã¢Â€Â• Mommy,

is that a sunrise?Ã¢Â€Â•. I knew I had to figure this morning thing out, pronto. I started to wake up

earlier by two hours and felt I was making some progress but I never Ã¢Â€ÂœlikedÃ¢Â€Â• it. I sure

didn't get anything done. Mornings were hell and then I heard about The Morning Miracle for

Writers. Are you living the writer's DREAM or nightmare? Just when you think the best was written,

Team Elrod cranks out a GAME CHANGER for WRITERS. First, if you haven't read The Morning

Miracle, do yourself a favor and get that book and then this one. The original Morning Miracle book

by Hal Elrod rocked my NIGHT OWL world and gave me the steps to become a Successful Morning

Person with some serious worm action. TMM for Writers goes far beyond the original book adding in

Principles directly related to the writing field, including how to crank out writing consistently, learn to

create relationships with your readers so they want your content, and more importantly...how to get



paid for your writing. Plus much, much more!!! Do you want to be successful? Duplicate what

successful people do...~Laura Cullen blogger
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